Introduction
The Internet consists of a vast number of interconnected domains or networks. A domain is usually associated with a company, an organisation or an Internet Service Provider (ISP). Two principal ISP types are common, stub ISPs and transit ISPs. Stub ISPs resell Internet connectivity to third parties such as home users and businesses, as well as service hosts, content and web space providers etc. Generally, stub ISPs provide no transit services. Transit ISPs provide connectivity to other ISPs and organisations. Stub ISPs require transit ISPs to gain connectivity to the global Internet. Whereas the main purpose of transit ISPs is to transport traffic, stub ISPs consume and/or generate traffic. Two common business relationships exist: customer-to-provider or peer-to-peer relationships. Where providers sell resources, peers make resources available to each other's customers. The Internet hierarchy and its characterisation is discussed in [I] in more detail.
To route IP packets between domains, inter-domain routing protocols are used. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [2] is the de facto inter-domain routing standard on the Internet. In BGP jargon, domains are called Autonomous Systems (ASS). BGP is a path vector protocol that propagates reachability information of networks and distributes paths to all reachable ASS. Due to the massive growth of the Internet, BGP faces a number of known problems: Route instabilities, convergence, scalability and routing inefficiencies. These issues are well known by the research community and are not the immediate focus of this work. However, in this paper, it is assumed that gateway routers use BGP.
BGP provides certain rules that influence traffic flows and their routing. The article [3] by B. Quoitin et al. and the book [4] by I. van Beijnum (Chapter 6: Traffic Engineering) are examples that address this topic. These works discuss methods for influencing the network exit strategy for outbound traffic, but these schemes are not load sensitive and most of the methods rely on the manipulation of prefix matching and routing tables. Inbound traffic routing depends, to a large extent, on policies that are implemented by upstream ISPs. To some extent this can be influenced by the advertised routes. Recent research addresses this topic. Internet backbones and transit networks are often operated by commercial service providers. ISPs that connect to these domains require commercial Service Level Agreements (SLAs). If dollar-costs are associated with usage, optimisation techniques can be used to minimise operational costs. These techniques result in the choice of the most cost efficient path for given settings. A recent paper by Uhlig et al. [6] addresses the problem of intra-domain traffic engineering by using an evolutionary algorithm to find near optimal BGP filters that balance the load over several interfaces. Another possible traffic engineering method is overflow routing.
The concept of overflow routing is a well known method that is widely used in legacy systems and current Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs). Gerald Ash's book [7] presents a comprehensive discussion of this topic. It includes examples such as Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Rout-0-7803-8623-W04/$20.00 02004 IEEE 'ing (DNHR) which uses different path sets for different times of the day for voice carriers and was initially developed by AT&T. In a recent paper [8], a Scheme for Alternative Packet OverfZow Routing (SAPOR) has been introduced which provides a mechanism for overflow routing in IP networks. SAPOR mainly targets interior gateway routing. This paper proposes an adaptation of the SAPOR scheme to address the problem of cost efficient stub AS outbound traffic routing in BGP contexts.
The discussions in this paper use the notion of flows to discuss the network traffic. Microflows are defined as a collection of packets with the same source and destination address, the same source and destination ports and are separated by interarrival times that are below a maximum threshold. Flows are the aggregation of microflows. Both are measured in bytes per second.
The contributions of this work can be summarised as follows: Firstly, it outlines the optimisation problem of efficient traffic routing for outbound ISP traffic; secondly, it proposes a modified SAPOR scheme that allows cost effi-'cient overflow routing in IP networks; and thirdly, it provides simulation results that verify the operation of this scheme.
The paper is organised as follows: The next section discusses the general optimisation problem and its relevance, Section 3 introduces the modified SAPOR scheme in detail. Section 4 discusses the proposed scheme and Section 5 gives simulation results and a performance analysis of the scheme.
The Optimisation Problem
ISPs with client to (service) provider relationships face the problem of cost efficient outbound traffic routing. This is particularly important for ISPs when alternative costing methods are available. Two billing schemes (and their combination) are widely used to account for costs applicable to connecting networks to upstream providers: A time based (monthly/weekly/daily) rate for fixed capacity connections or volume based charges as in dollars per GB (MB). The case where both subscription types are available to ISPs simultaneously, results in an optimisation problem: Minimise the cost of routing a given traffic volume via a set of outbound links. Figure 1 depicts an example of such a setup. The stub ISP, ISPI, is multihomed. It has a customer-to-provider relationship with ISP2 and ISP3. Both, ISP2 and ISP3, provide connectivity to the remaining Internet. It is assumed that most destinations are reachable via both providers, but limitations in connectivity can be resolved by BGP. The connection of ISPl to ISP2 is billed on a time basis and the connection of ISPl to ISP3 is billed on a volume basis. 
Where the cost function is defined as:
Subject to the following constraints: Flow on link i does not exceed the link capacity.
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All flows have to be routed.
a Flows can not be split.
Zero-one variables, demands and cost are positive.
If microflows have to be routed on certain links, the capacity of these links is reduced and the LP formulation uses the remaining bandwidth. This LP problem can be solved for piecewise linear cost functions: To minimise the cost, as much traffic as possible has to be routed on the fixed capacity links, excess traffic 
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Cost$ should be routed via the variable rate link. Practical problem formulations might have additional constraints producing an extended LP.
As an example, the above LP was solved for two links with the following parameters: Link 1 ' had a time based cost of bl = $0.05/sec associated with it and link 2 had a volume. based cost of €2 = $2O/GByte associated with it. The avaiiable capacity of both links was set to 4,860,000Bytes/sec. Publicly available IP trace data [9] was used to generate the flow information'. Two data sets were used: One trace was collected at the Columbia University gateway in New York (BWY) the other one was collected at the Colorado State University gateway (COS). Both traces involve about 90 seconds worth of data and were collected commencing at 23/10/03 -10:31:37 and at 511 1/03 -14:10:22 respectively. The optimal flow allocations were calculated for microflow samples that were accumulated over one second. Table 1 and Table 2 depict selected sample LP results for the BWY and the COS trace, respectively. The column present the data at time index 1 sec, 20 sec, etc., the rows indicate flow size, the number of microflow flows and the overall cost. The BWY trace consist of lager microflows and almost use the full capacity of both links, the COS trace consists of more, smaller size, microflows and uses only a fraction of the overflow capacity of link 2.
The results show for both traces that the available capacity on link 1 (time based cost) is used in all cases up to its capacity limit (4,86O,OOOBytes/sec). Additional microflows are routed on link 2 with a volume based cost.
These results confirm the expectation that the solution in this situation resembles an overflow case for minimum cost routing: The fixed cost path is used as much as possible. Note that the LP formulation addresses only a static case at one point in time and that it is also assumed that all the demands are known beforehand. In particular, flows arrive and depart and are of different and variable size. However, the principal problem formulation and solution remains also for the dynamic case. It results in a dynamic overflow situation: Use the fixed cost resources for as much traffic as possible Where the theoretical formulation and the solution of the problem appear to be straight forward, the practical implementations of these results with BGP is non trivial. A number of BGP based traffic engineering initiatives rely on the tuning of BGP's decision process. These efforts can be only executed in limited time intervals and are static between these updates.
If, for a given gateway the demands are known, the flow assignment can be calculated by the LP and BGP filters can be changed to take the LP results into account. This strategy has two problems: firstly it is difficult to measure and predict the traffic on a microflow level and secondly the problem size scales badly for many frequently changing flows. Several aggregations can be used but, in any case, traffic directing relies on prefix matching.
An alternative to this that overcomes the problems is a scheme that assigns microflows according to the constraints and simultaneously minimises cost on the fly. The overflow scheme that is introduced in the next section relies on BGP to find the appropriate destinations, but it extends routers by a dynamic traffic routing capability.
Adapted SAPOR Scheme
The scheme for alternative packet routing originally targeted overflow routing in Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) environments, this section describes an adapted scheme that suit the problem of outbound AS traffic overflow routing.
SAPOR implements three principles: Firstly it ensures that packets that belong to the same microflow are routed on the same interface, even in the overflow case. Secondly it determines how many additional microflows can be accommodated by the default link before it's target bandwidth is reached. And thirdly, if the target bandwidth is reached, additional Rows are routed on alternative interfaces. The operation of SAPOR can be summarised as follows: Packets are classified to identify microflows and if packets belong to microflows that already exist, they are forwarded on the same interface that the first packet saw in the scheme. If packets belong to a new flow and tokens are available for this destination, the outgoing interface is chosen on the basis of the original forwarding table. If no tokens are available the overflow-forwarding table is consulted and packets are forwarded on alternative interfaces. All subsequent packets that belong to the same microflow will use the same interface for the duration of the microflow. The number of tokens that are available for one interface determines the number of microflows that are allowed. SAPOR uses the original BGP routing table to determine the default routing and uses alternative routing tables for overflow traffic. Figure 2 (b) depicts the function blocks of such a SAPOR module. These are: hash function, hash space, token management, adapt token, monitor, fmwarding tables and buildtables function. The modules have to execute two major tasks: Identify microflows and determine available capacity, i.e. the number of additonal microflows on a link.
Identifying Microflows
To ensure that packets that belong to the same microflow are routed on the same link, microflows have to be identified. This is done by the hash function. It calculates hash values on the origiddestination addresdport. The hash function has to yield hash values H(.) that are unique and evenly distributed over the hash space2.
The hash function points to one unique element in the non-overlapping hash space. Elements are associated with given microflows and hold tokens that identify the interface where packets of to this microflow should exit the router. To detect flows that are no longer active, elements have timer values that indicate if the element was visited during a certain period. Tokens are used to identify the interface and also determine the maximum number of flows on a given link.
Token Management
The number of tokens defines the number of microflows that are allowed on one interface and the token management function accounts for the number of tokens. Every interface has a token buffer associated with it. The number of available tokens in the buffer is the estimated number of additional flows that the associated interface can accommodate, before it reaches the target bandwidth. This number has to be adapted during each measuremenvupdate interval. If new microflows arrive, the token number of the interface is reduced by one for each microflow. To detect flows that are no longer active, a token scheduler has to return expired tokens to the appropriate buffers.
The size of microflows differs between active flows. Large flows consist of many packets and can be persistent for long periods (Elephants) and small flows consist of a few small packets (Mice). To account for this, the number of tokens has to be adapted. The adapt token function adjusts the number of available tokens and the monitorfunction measures the number of bytes that were transmitted via a interface since the last measurement. The accumulated Bow size [bytes per adaptation interval] and the number of active flows are used to calculated the current average flow size. By using available bandwidth and average flow size, the remaining number of tokens can be estimated. This is shown in Equation (7) (7) where ai is the new number of available tokens for interface i, ui is the target bandwidth, ti is the current token number and fi is the current aggregated flow size that is provided by the monitor function.
Note that available bandwidth refers to the remainder of the target bandwidth or the usable capacity. It is also important to note that the number of tokens in a token buffer can be negative. If the buffer size is changed on the fly and there are more tokens to be returned than the new buffer size indicates, the number of tokens is negative. Tokens are unavailable from such a buffer as long as the number of tokens is less than or equal to zero.
Building Routing Tables
The build table jiinction 
Remarks on the Overflow Scheme
This section discusses remarks that are relevant for the overflow scheme and that are not directly related to the other discussions in this paper. These include a microflow definition, comments on performance requirements and possible fai 1 ure scenarios.
Interarrival Times and Microflow Definition
The adapt token function can only adapt at the speed that new flows arrive or depart. If the flow definition interarrival time t , uses shorter time intervals, the target bandwidth is matched more easily than if the interarrival period is defined to be too long. To define a microflow for this scheme it is assumed that if packets arrive with larger interarrival times than 1 sec the interarrival time jitter is no major concern for this flow and the packets can be routed on alternative paths. To see how many microflows fall into this category the interarrival time of packets was investigated. Figure 3 depicts a histogram for packet interarrival times for the COS trace that is used in this paper (See Sections
. The y-axis shows the message count, the x-axis depicts the interarrival time bins in seconds using a logarithmic scale. The interarrival time was measured for two consecutive packets that had the same addresses and port numbers. 91% of the recorded interarrival events fall into the microflow definition. Analysis for the BWY trace (See Section 5) yields that 95% of the recorded events are below the one second threshold. In both cases most microflows are captured by a one second threshold.
Requirements and Performance
The complexity of this scheme has to be analysed for two parts: Operations that are required for packet routing The offline operation is more complex but it is less frequently required. This includes the update of the tokens where all active hash spaces have to be traversed and the calculation of the overall token number. The complexity of this process is bounded O (l) , where 1 indicates the size of the hash space. Additional memory and intelligent data structures can reduce this requirement.
Memory requirements for routing tables etc. are equivalent to requirements for tables of legacy systems. Token buffers require only several bytes per buffer and the hash space is of size 1. The next section discusses simulation results that verify the operation of the scheme.
Failure Scenario
If interfaces or their associated resources become unavailable, the scheme has to respond to this situation. It has to react by immediately flushing the token buffer that is associated with the failing interface and by deleting all tokens in the hash space that belong to this interface. In this way, all flows are rerouted via the remaining interfaces and traffic disruption is kept at a minimum level.
Simulation Results
This section introduces simulation results that show the operation of the scheme with the same IP trace data that was already used for the LP example calculation. A customised open loop real-time event simulator was used and the network topology used in the simulation was similar to the network depicted in Figure 1 . The overflow routing scheme was located in the gateway node of ISPl's network. The simulated server had two outbound connections: a default OC3 link and an overflow OC3 link. The target bandwidth The simulation results are depicted in two graphs per trace: A graph that shows the measured traffic on the links and another graph that depicts the number of active tokens for the measured flows. The data was measured every 100 ms and the maximum microflow packet interarrival time was specified to be 1 sec. The colouring (shading) of the links in the graphs is in all examples the same. The continuous lines indicate the moving averages for ten measurements. The trace in the background depicts the outbound traffic that arrives at the gateway (I), the trace in the middle shows the flows on the default link (2) and the trace that is shown in the foreground depicts the flows on the overflow link (3).
The senario on this case shows the overall outbound traffic (1) is routed on the default link (2) and the overflow link (3).
The bursty outbound traffic of this trace shows the occurrence of mice and elephant flows. Around the 3-second mark, an elephant flow arrives and is routed on the default link. Since the load rises above the target bandwidth the scheme reduces the number of tokens that are available on this link ( Figure 5 An interesting observation in this simulation run concerns the number of tokens. The overall number of tokens (1) is fairly constant around 3000 to 3500 over the observation period. But the token numbers on the two outgoing links (2) . (3)'shows strong variations. It can be seen that if the number of flows on the default link increases, the number of flows on the overflow link decreases and vice versa. In principle, this is similar to the behaviour that was described for the first case, but here enough small and short living flows occur that enable flow balancing and the adaptation of the traffic load.
Conclusions References
This paper address cost efficient outbound traffic routing in ISP networks that use the BGP protocol. It introduced an LP formulation and a corresponding overflow routing scheme. The LP outlined the theoretical solution and the overflow scheme gave a practical implementation. The scheme is a function that has to be located in BGP enabled routers, however it requires no changes to the existing BGP protocol.
The benefits can be summarised as follows: Microflows are routed independently and in an overflow manner. Under normal operating conditions (no failures) flows are routed on the same interface for their entire duration. Such active * flows are not reassigned. Existing flows are not affected by the arrival or departure of other flows, neither microflows that are routed on the default link nor microflow's that are routed on the overflow link.
The operation was demonstrated by simulations that used packet trace data. The simulation showed that the ability to adjust the traffic to the target bandwidth on default links is limited by the occurrence of large persistent flows -an expected result. Target bandwidth dimensioning has to take these bursts into account, .as it is also required for static link dimensioning. If the size and number of elephant flows is limited, the scheme adapts better to the set target bandwidth.
Further work has to address how load fluctuations can be incorporated in the LP model and how the LP results can be used to fine tune the overflow scheme. Further more, an extended overflow scheme can incorporate Quality of Service (QoS) information as well as address QoS routing issues and different traffic classes.
The main emphasis of this paper was on cost efficient routing, but overflow routing can be also motivated by other factors. The SAPOR scheme can be used for backup purposes or in failure scenarios, for load and performance management. Future work has to address some of these issues and the possible implementation of the SAPOR scheme in edge routers.
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